
AOL’s WebMailUI (Web based email) generates improperly
formatted date strings in the Received: line.

I’ve noted this problem going back to at least January of 2015, but I suspect that it goes back further. 
My first documented instance was reported to SpamCop forums in January of 2015: <http://
forum.spamcop.net/forums/topic/14694-cant-parse-date-of-spam-for-age-detection-aol-webmailui/>

AOL’s improper application of the standardized date format, makes it difficult to fight spam. I spend several hours a year tracking, 
parsing, evaluating, analyzing, reporting, mitigating - spam! It's a dirty job but someone's gotta do it. The job isn't all that difficult, but 
reading email headers isn't all that easy. Especially when the spammers do everything they can to obfuscate and complicate things.

What helps is a clear understanding of the 'rules' for internet messages. That's why there are rules like RFC5322: <http://tools.ietf.org/
html/rfc5322>. This internet standard, created and published by the Internet Engineering Task Force. This particular document 
(RFC5322) specifies the Internet Message Format for email sent between computer users. This specification is the most recent/current 
standard which all email providers, engineers and ISPs should be using when they generate, send and receive email messages.

What doesn't help are companies like that 
fail to follow the standards. AOL’s web-
based email interface (WebMailUI) is one 
example where the standard is not followed. 
The WebMailUI applies an improper format 
to the outgoing messages generated by 
users. The date format it is applying appear 
in the messages 'Received:' line in the 
following format: yyyy-mmm-dd. For 
example: a recent test message included the 
following 'Received:' line:

"Received: from 67.173.230.210 by 
webstg-a06.mail.aol.com (10.72.16.205) 
with HTTP (WebMailUI); 2015-Mar-07 
14:39:08”

(This sample comes from a test message I 
sent to myself. See the sample at right for an 
example from a spam message I received)

This format: ‘yyyy-mmm-dd’ does NOT 
conform to the RFC standard: ‘dd-mmm-
yyyy’. As a result, automated parsing 
software (such as that used by SpamCop) 
will fail to recognize the date as a valid 
string. 

Not only does this make it difficult for other 
software developers to create functional 

software, scripting and email applications; it also makes it easier for Spammers to flood your inbox with unwanted crap! 

I am reporting this problem to AOL in as many channels as I can find/access, in the hopes that AOL will push out some updates to their 
web based services and correct this problem wherever it might exist. Please correct this non conformance issue in order to help reduce 
the occurrence of spam on your network, to facilitate the reporting of spam that slips through your filters, and to bring your software/
code into compliance with the accepted/established standards for the exchange of electronic messages.

AOL Fix this problem.
Rob of Rob's World! - a long time spam fighter: <http://www.robsworld.org/index2.html#fightingspam>
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